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MACRO 
THEME

✓ Market is betting that Fed is wrong on the extent of resurgence in growth and inflation in 2021. Hence, it sees Fed being
tested on their resolve of average inflation target.

✓ Fed has signaled that it sees the ensuing spike in inflation as transitory. Hence it is committed to AIT.

✓ The rubber will meet the road only if Fed unleashes policy measures to cool down yields.



✓ US 10 year yield scaled a 52 week peak at 1.56 and this was enough to cause sharp sell-off in global equities.

✓ EM currencies like BRL, ZAR and CNY are trading lower. USDINR too will open sharply higher, near 73.20 levels.

✓ The rise in US yields is a function of stronger growth and higher inflation expectation.

✓ US Fed members have downplayed the rise in yields but if the ascent continues, then next week we can see more
strong words from Fed members, as rising yields can adversely impact the US housing market.

✓ Trade bias:
▪ During global risk aversion, short covering can push USDINR higher.
▪ Positional view remains down and hence this rise is an opportunity to scale into short USD.
▪ Our stop loss will be above 74.00 on spot for the positional short view.
▪ Today, if the equity risk aversion intensifies, USDINR March can push towards 73.40/50 zone.

✓ Levels to watch:

USD/INR

Futures S1 S2 CMP R1 R2

USDINR 72.70 72.95 72.74 73.30 73.50



✓ US durable goods rose at a fastest pace in 6 months, indicative of a strengthening US recovery. A stronger growth
added fuel to the fire and drove the US bond yields further up into a 13 month high.

✓ Euro is drawing comfort from the deceleration in the new cases in COVID and hospitalisations across Eurozone.

✓ Trade bias:
▪ We continue to be bullish on EURUSD. EURINR will draw strength from USDINR moving to 73.20 on fut.
▪ As long as risk aversion continues in global equity markets, EURINR can move higher and hence on can

buy the decline.

✓ Levels to watch:

EUR/USD

& 

EUR/INR

Futures S1 S2 CMP R1 R2

EURINR 88.60 88.90 88.93 89.25 89.50



✓ GBPUSD is strongly positively correlated with global equity markets. Generally a rise in global stock market drives
GBPUSD higher and vice versa.

✓ With no major UK economic data on the docket, focus will be on US bonds yields and global equity markets.

✓ Trade bias:
• Uptrend in GBPUSD paused after a near 600 pip rally from 1.36 levels. Uptrend remains intact.
• If the global equity sell-off intensify, then GBPUSD can break the key support near 1.3950.
• Below 1.3950, a re-test of 1.3750/70 zone seems likely.
• GBPINR therefore as support near 101.80. If it fails to hold above 101.80, it can test 100.70/90 zone.
• Positional bullish remains intact, as long GBPINR holds above 100.50 levels.

✓ Levels to watch:

GBP/USD 

& 

GBP/INR

Futures S1 S2 CMP R1 R2

GBPINR 102.00 102.35 102.85 102.80 103.10



✓ USDJPY or JPYINR is a tricky pair to trade as it can be impacted by several factors:
(i) US bond yields rise is negative for JPY
(ii) global stock market rise is negative and fall is generally +ve for JPY
(iii) USD strength and weakness can decide the direction of JPY

✓ Trade bias:
▪ As long as the risk aversion lasts, JPYINR can rise and hence can be bought.
▪ However, once risk aversion passes, JPYINR can see fresh downside.

✓ Levels to watch:

USD/JPY

& 

JPY/INR

Futures S1 S2 CMP R1 R2

JPYINR 68.60 68.85 68.58 69.30 69.60



FPI 
FLOWS

✓ The three macro factors that drive the value of USDINR: (i) Carry trade done by speculators by selling USDINR
forwards/futures and rolling it (ii) capital flows including FPI flows (iii) RBI intervention.

✓ Alongwith macro and technical factors, Intermarket has significant impact on USDINR. Keep an eye on (i) US Dollar Index
(ii) Global equity indices (iii) Oil prices (iii) Asian currencies against US Dollar

✓ Some inflows were noted in debt but long term debt facing a cocktail of massive fiscal borrowing from center & state,
sticky inflation and rising US yields make it unattractive. At the same time, with 1 yr USDINR forwards near 5.3%,
demand may shift from debt to receiving fwds via carry trade.

MONTH EQUITY DEBT

Apr-20 (904) (1,057)

May-20 1,929 (2,902)

Jun-20 2,890 552

Jul-20 1,018 (568)

Aug-20 6,294 368

Sep-20 (1,052) 896

Oct-20 2,661 314

Nov-20 8,132 326

Dec-20 8,420 1,227

Jan-21 2,658 (660)

Feb-21 3,292 14

FY21 35,338 (1,490)

 ( $ Million)
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